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Student Faculty
Forum Initiates
Discussion Group
Two very interesting points came
to light in our first Student Faculty
Forum meeting which was held just
before Christmas vacation. it is our
31m this year to do as much as we
possibly call towards raising the intel-
lectual level of college or at least to-
wards helping those intellectually in- ~=============~
dined to find places where intelli-
gent conversation and so forth may
be indulged in. As a group we feel
in general that more could be done to
help the Freshmen get orientated, es-
pecially in a follow-up line through-
out the year. And In the second
place we feel that it would help to
try to know the faculty better. Let it
be well understood that no one III
particular can be blamed for our pres-
ent apparent apathy. Only through
the willing cooperation of both facul-
ty and students can anything con-
tructive be accomplished. The whole
undertaking is bound to be discourag-
ing from time to time, We do not by
any manner of means expect the
whole faculty and student body to
turn to and cooperate at every turn.
Such a thing would frighten us to
leath. But we do hope first of all to
draw into occasional discussions for
example, those people who like men-
tal gymnastics either from the partici-
pator or spectator point of view. In
view of this decision reached ltl our
meeting it was decided to have a
group meet from 7 to 8 with some
professor to continue the convocation
discussions on Tuesday evenings. Dif-
ferent professors will be asked to con-
duct these informal conversations ac-
(Continued on ·Pal:"e 6)
Notice •..
Now is the time to place your
order for your 1939 KOINE.
Orders made now insure your get-
ting the yearbook with your name
on the cover at no extra cost. A
down payment ($2.00) will guar-
antee that you receive the book in
May; see the representative In
your house and reserve your copy
now.
Agnes Savage and
Priscilla Duxbury
Attend Conference
Young Operatic
Smger to Appear
At Gym Thursday
The next song recital by Julia Pet-
ers, soprano, will be held Thl11'sday,
January 12, 1939, in the gymnasium
at 8 o'clock. The public is invited to
attend.
1\.1 iss Peters is well known in the
concert and opera ficld, having had
great succcs·s this past season in opera
and in orchestra concerts. She made
her debut at Town Hall III 1928,
spent a season abroad with a German
opera company, and, upon returning
to this country, appeared with the
Victor Symphonic band and with
ymphony orchestras.
The young singer has received the
plaudits of music critics for the rich
and beautiful quality of her voice and
for her excellent musicianship. She is
a singer of pleasing stage presence
and an infectious enthusiasm which
(Continued on PUl:"e 5)
---:0:---
Two members of the Student In-
dustrial Group, Agnes Savage '39
president, and Priscilla Duxbury '41
attended the New England Workers'
Education Conference, held 111 Bos-
ton, on Saturday and Sunday, Janu-
ary 7 and 8. They were two of SIX
New London representatives.
The conference was sponsored by
the Affiliated Schools for Workers,
one of which is the Bryn Mawr Sum-
mer School, by various labor unions,
Y.W.C.A. groups, teachers unions,
and many other groups interested III
workers' education. The purpose of
this conference was to report on pro-
gress made in the educational depart-
ments of these various groups, to ex-
change problems in workers' educa-
tion, to discuss methods of achieving
further results in this work of edu-
cating: the workers toward active, in-
telligent citizenship.
Committees on Labor Dramatics,
Materials and other resources for
study, Recreation in unions, Gov's re-
sources in workers' education, Re-
cruiting methods for attracting new
members, Securing teachers for edu-
cation classes were formed to discuss
and formulate resolutions and sug-
gestions on these subjects.
Saturday evening there was a ban-
quet, where everyone talked informal-
ly, sharing experiences and ideas. Lat-
er there were movies of the Bryn
Mawr Summer School for Industrial
Workers (which have been shown
here at C.C.), and of the Highlander
Folk School 111 the Cumberland
Mountains, music, singing, and folk
dancing.
Most important of all was a uni-
versal feeling of genuine interest and
the desire to cooperate with the spon-
sors of the convention, to obtain the
most possible from it.
---:0:---
"The Sophistication"
Of Jesus Discussed
By Dr. Luccock
In Vespers on Sunday Night, ]an-
uary 8, Dr. Halford E. Luccock of
the Yale Divinity School spoke on
l<The Sophistication of jeslls." His
topic was well chosen as it should be
greatly heeded by the society of to-
day.
Dr. Luccock refers to the mind of
jesus as being keen. The enemies as
well as the friends of Jesus agreed
that he was a sharp thinker and
could see and understand the minds
of other people. "Today," says Dr.
Luccock, His the time when we need
sharp thinking: therefore it is well to
study Jesus' mind."
What meaning of sophistication do
we apply to jesus? Surely not our
very loose definition of sophistication.
Jesus was sophisticated in the man-
ner of knowing people, and being
<Continued on Page 6)
Local C. C. Alumnae
To PI·esent Colored
W01'1(1Cruise Fihn
The local alumnae of Connecticut
College and other members of the
A.A.V.W. will present a colored film
of Captain Irving Johnston's world
cnllse at Buell Hall, Wednesday,
January I I, at 8:00. It will be for
the benefit of the Scholarship Fund.
Captain Johnston with his wife
and crew has gone around the world
In his sailing vessels In eighteen
months. Edward Zacher, who took
the pictures, is the fiance of Priscilla
Spalding '36.
Different Artistic
Tastes Through Ages
Seen by Dr. Boas
President Blunt, in her annual re-I ~==============~I Liking a picture is an outgrowth
port to the Board of Trustees, stress- from approbation of the artist's pur-
ed the need of increased endowment Music Club Presents pose in painting his picture, Dr.George Boas, Professor of Philoso-
for the College if it is to attain its Young Saybrook phy at Johns Hopkins University, ex-
full growth. plained in his talk on The Founda-
In spite of the fact that three new Violinist Jan. 16 ticn of Modern Taste, given at Con-
buildings will be completed within The Music Club presents a novel- vocation, January 10, in the gymna-
the next year, the Frank Loomis Pal- ty program on Monday evening, Jan- slum.
mer auditorium, the Harkness chapel, uary 16th at 7 :30 in Knowlton Sal- Dr. Boas described how tastes
and the Frederic Bill hall, the Presi- on. Miss Nancy Ripley, a young vio- change by an allusion to the maru-
dent reported that there are, never- inist from Saybrook, IS to give her festos written by artists to explain
rheless, many points at which the debut recital 111 Town Hall, New the present trend in Art. Appealing
growth of the college is limited. York in February, and she will play to the emotions, these manifestos
There is a great need for endowed for the Music Club a portion of her showed why the Art of the moment
professorships (at present there IS Town Hall program. In addition to was influenced by Biology, ancient
but one), for scholarship endow- several well-known standard violin Greeks, psychology, Geometry, or
merits, for special funds for books, pieces, she will present a group of her dominant social trends. The latter
lectures, departmental apparatus, con- own compositions. Chief among them reason shows why religious pictures
certs, and a number of other purposes. is a movement from a Violin COl1- outcropped 1Il the Romnnesque and
Gothic periods. It also explains the
N d e I, f d t' certo, but there will be also severalee s, xc usrvc a en ow men , 111- , present craze for the American scene
el d a n d g ,aSI' 'k shorter pieces in various forms, underu e < 0 ern yrru urn III reep- pictures.
'ng ith the othe college b ildings the group-title of Improvisations. TheI w . r u II , Dr. Boas continued with the fact
t 0 e 10 ritori a infi program will be informal and willwo III r ( rn I nes- : new 11 nrm-' that a work of art contains mul tival-
d of th 0 last forty-five minutes. It will beary, an an expansion e ver- ent characteristics. People of different
C 0 d 1 I, I ner lib a I . I open to all students and faculty.r w ec . a I I r ry, w lIC 1 epochs differ in the qualities of a pic-
1'0' es tea 1 80 000 book The program is as follows:.IS I < r y, ts. ture, statue, building, etc. which they
The President's report points out Mas Dowell-To a Wild Rose. admire. Also persons with different
that for the first time since the be- Ripley-Improvisation, No. 14· natures enjoy in a work of art dis-
gmnmg of the College three major Wieniawski-Obertas. similar elements such as clarification,
buildings are being put up at one Ripley-Improvisation, No. T7· beauty, and style of work.
time on the campus. Improvisation, No. 24· Emphasis in modern times has been
Gifts to the College during 1937- Schumann-The Phophetic Bird. placed on several phases of art. Struc-
38 up to December I amounted to Ripley-Violin Concerto--Second ture, personal vision, in which the
about $300,()(X). There are now 84 111.ouemetit, painter's intuition decides the compo-
members on the faculty. Dr. Flor- Chopin-Sarasate-Nocturne. sition of the picture, surpresston of
ence Warner from the University of Ripley-Improvisation, No. 20. <Continued 011 Page 6)
Chicago is the most important addi- Sarasate-Gipsy Airs. ---:0:---
ticn to the teaching staff this year. Philip Dudley will be at the piano, Noted Person-ality
She is professor and chai rman of the ---:0 :---
department of social science and is al- "D d From Harvard
so carrying on an investigation to de-· emocracy an
termine the advisability of establish- God" Sub)"ect of To Lecture
ing a graduate school of social work
at the College. Student Chapel On January 18, at 7 :30 p.m. ill the
reception room of Windham, Profes-
A new major field of study intro- SOl' Gaetano Salvemini of Harvard
duced this year is Child Development. On Tucsday, January 10, Jane
J dd
' h I Ik University will lecture in tnglish on:
The nursery school serves as a labor- u 39 gave a cape ta T on"D d G d" SI . d "The Geographical Position of Ital)'
atory for students in this field. emocracy an o. le pointeout that three hundred years ago and International European Politics."
Seven hundred thirty-seven stu- C . d . He ,v,'II be the guest of the Ital,'a"onnectlcut rna e a most Important
dents registered at the opening of the CI b d th Itt' I R I t'contribution to the world struggle u, an e n erna IOna e a IOns
college year, twenty more than a year CI bwhich is now going on between Dem- u.
ago. Financial aid to students d D' h' Professor Salvemini, historian,oeracy an Ictators Ip.
amounted to $37,122 in 1937-38, in- C . d d h h b writer, scholar, and educator, ,·s. theonnectlcut a opte w at as een
cluding scholarships, loans, student 1 lid" he' foremost representative of the ant;-competent y ca e t e IIrst wntten
credit, and National Youth Adminis- constitution known to history that fascist movement in the world. Vol-
tration funds. '1' 92' h hcreated a government." The thrce untary eXI e slllce I ), e as con-
In summary President Blunt stat- hundredth anl11versary of this rna- tinued his political activity in differ-
ed: OWe are again proud to say that mentous step toward the establish- ent countries of Europe and IS now
our good record of many years has ment of Democracy in America, and holding the Harvard University chair
been maintaincd, and that we were in the modern world, occurs on next of History of Italian Civilization es-
able not only to close the year with a Saturday, January 14, 1939. This tablished in memory of Lauro de Ro-
balanced budget, but to apply $123,- Constitution furnishe·d the model for SIS. Among his numerous works In
176 of our income to important capi- the famous Connecticut Compromise Italian and in English, "Under tltt
tal improvements." of the Federal Convention of 1787, Axe of Fascism" is the most common-
---:0 :___ which largely determined the charac- Iy known in this country.
ter of our national government. It is expected that a large audience
The Fundamental Orders of 1639 will attend the lecture of such an em4
do not support a fully developed dem- inent authority on European affairs.
oeratic form of government. They ---:0:---
represent, rather, the germ which Dr. Dexter to Speak
Democracy later developed. Though To I. R. C. on Czechs
they seem to differ sharply in details
from our present-day conception of Dr. Robert C. Dexter who has
political Democracy, they neverthe- recently returned from 2.:echoslo-
less laid a foundation stone of gov- vakia, is coming to speak to the In-
ernment by the people themselves, ternational Relations Club, this SUl1-
through their representatives volun- day, January IS, at 4:00 o'clock In
tarily chosen; and upon this founda- 1937 Dormitory living room. Dr.
tion subsequent generations have built Dexter is well equipped to speak on
an expanding Democracy, which is "The Betrayal of Czechoslavakia and
now being threatened by the Dictat- after." There will be a short discus-
sion period following the talk by Dr.
orsit is not hard to imagine the self- Dexter. This is the first person we
dependent framers of the Fundamen- have had here at college who is able
tal Orders of 1639 looking down to give us some inside information on
from their celestial abode with lively the Czechoslovakian question. All are
<Continued on Pace 6) welcome.
Need for Increased
Endowm.ent Cited
By President
The Personnel Bureau has
information on photog-
raphy as a career in their
office.
\
Former Yale Chaplain,
Rev. Elmore McKee,
To Speak Sunday
Elmore iVIcNeill McKee, who, pri-
or to his rcctorship of the Trinity
Episcopal Church in Buffalo for sev-
en years, was chaplain of Yale uni*
versity, will be the speaker at the ves-
per service on Sunday. From Buffalo,
M r. McKee was called to the rector-
ship of St. ·George's church in New
York City a few years ago. Always
a favorite with students, Mr. lVIcKee
has figured prominently III young
people's conferences, ~nd has been in
great demand as a college and Ulll-
versitv preacher. He is the author of
COUll;w1lion with God and other re-
ligious books and is one of the leaders
of Episcopalianism in the East.
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CAMPUS CAMERA
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Advertising Manager Circulation Manager
Anne Henry '41 Edith Frey '39
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Alice Hobbie '41 Frances Garner '41 Funny books, as a rule, are seldomAssistant Advertising Managers
Evelyn Saloman '41 Margaret Robison '39 amusing, but this new work of Ed-
Nancy Wolfe '42 Margaret Stoecker '41 ward Streeter's, "Daily Except Sun-
Assistant Circulation Managers days," is the exception that might
Virginia Mullen '39 Mildred Lingard '39. prove the rule. Mr. Streeter will be
Helen Burnham '40 Margaret Whittaker '40 remembered as the author of that
Circulation Staff famous volume of doughbny lettersM. Stoecker '41, M. J. Kerr '41, Carol Thompson '40,
M. J. Heft '41, Barbara Newell '42, Audrey Nordquist "Dere Mabel," and Gluyas Wil-
'42. Iiams, his present illustrator, I need
hardly remind you, is the creator of
some of the funniest cartoons all
American life that we have.
Can you imagine Saturday afternoon without There is little question that Amer-
movies, magazines and newspapers without illustrations, ica has developed some very strange
text books without pictures, familiar faces, important modes of living, not the least of
events, and favorite places w~ich you could .record onlYI which i~ the modernized torture of
111 your memory, News Without mterestll1g. campus ccmmutmg, nor has anyone form of
"shots"? A scant century ago none of these things was American peculiarity borne less of the
possible. r939 marks the hundredth anniversary of brunt of amusement. Mr. Streeter
photography, the art which has affected commerce, sci- and Mr. Williams, however, have
cnce, entertainment, advertising, education, and practic- taken care of the situation now in a
ally every phase of life. more than admirable fashion, for up
In 1839 Daguerre and Niepce made the first photo- until now, the art of commuting has
graphs which were produced in the camera. Fox Talbot been a sacred one. It is interesting to
improved on their method by inventing the "calotype" note that the two know whereof they
process in r84I. Up to and long after the Civil War it speak, for both of them are as guilty
was necessary to make photographic plates and take pho- of commuting as the: families and
tcgraphs while the plates were still wet. The dry plate friends of most of us.
was a great improvement and satisfied photographers up Not only has the author attempted
to the turn of t.he centurx. The next great boon ,,:as the to portray the scene as it is; he also
advent of daylight loading film. The first experiments has shown a definite interest in bet-
with moving pic~ures were made as recently as the lat- tering the sad situation of the man
ter part of the nineteenth century. who rides anywhere from a quarter
In the last few years great strides have been made of an hour to an hour and a quarter
in perfecting still photography and in developing the twice a day. In short, he has written
moving picture. It is now possible to buy at a very mod- a handbook on how to cope with the
erate price equipment which could not be purchased ~t deep problems of commuting, such as:
any pnce a generation ago. A few years back only SCI- how to get rid of a friend, that you
entists and inventors possessed photographic equipment. may read a paper in peace j what to
Today nearly every American family owns a "still" cam- do after having taken the wrong
era, and now even the moving picture camera is coming train j and many other matters of sim-
into popular lISC. Photography is still very young_ It has ilar interest.
made great progress in a single century. lVlay it improve It really makes very little differ-
as rapidly in the next hundred years! ence whether or not you are a com-
muter, or even plan to be a commut-
er, for to misquote a very worthy
thought, "There never was a man
with soul so dead, who never to him-
self hath said, \vhat fools are com-
muters'." Try as you may, you can-
not convince me that at one time or
another you have not sat at some sta-
tion platform and wished yOIlhad the
mind to do a really good piece on that
American mania. You need worry
about it no longer, for it has been
done for you beyond your wildest
dream. If you can read with any dig-
(Continued Oil PnJ:"e 5)
• • •
One Hundred Years Old
The Pride of a Nation
I 'don't like Roosevelt, nor do I approve of many of
his methods of governing the country, but I think the
jokes and sayings about him, and his family, arc thor-
oughly disgusting.
Ever since the United States of America was born,
and all through its expansion and development, the Pres-
ident has been the symbol of our prestige at home and
abroad. Regardless of whether we think his policies ben~
eficial or detrimental, as long as he is in office, we should
iUpport and direct him in his work. It is not an easy job
running a country as large as this j there are a thousand
things all demanding attention, but only one thing can
(Continued on Column 4)
Commuting Habit
Ridiculed by
Edward Streeter
THINGS AND
STUFF
And so Moving Picture's Greatest
Year has gone by, and a sad, sad tale
it is, for never has there been a less
constructive year in the history of the
industry. Witness that top honors
went to a picture that was nut solely
American, a picture distinguished
largely by the fact that it was prob-
ably the only picture of the year that
dealt with an honest problem in an
honest fashion.
• • •
Free Speech
We note with pleasure that Fran-
chot Tone's play is still open and
wonder how long it will last. Won-
der how he likes being treated as a
visiting fireman, autographs and all,
when he feels Broadway more his
home than Hollywood.
Two of the greatest artists of our
time afford the musical history of the
week in the return of Toscanini after
a brief vacation to conduct one of the
finest concerts, artistically speaking,
that he ever has given. The other, un-
believably, is Madam Flagstad. We
had come to believe that she could no
longer be news, for she could never
give a genuinely bad performance.
But 110, she has added further laur-
els in taking the concert stage by
storm. Never has she been considered
at her best in this field, until her re-
cent concert where she was proclaim-
ed master of the lieder as well as of
Wagner and Beethoven.
• • •
We cannot pass without calling at-
tention to a comparatively new series
of books, "The Cameo Classics
l
"
which contain some of the great fav-
orites in good editions at an almost
unbelievable low price. A few of
their list arc "Green l\1ansions,"
"Hamlet," "The Rubyiat of Omar
Khyam." and many others, selected,
one might say, with little apparent
rhyme or reason. Incidentally, the
volumes would scarcely embarrass
even a very fine library.
• • •
(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves
responsible for the opinions expressed in this column.
In order to insure the validity of this column as an
organ for the expression of honest opinion, the editor
must know the names of contrfbutors.)
Oh, dreadful disillusionment !~to find that fragile
hot-house plant, Intellectual Curiosity, blooming UN-
S SPECTED in the Senior Class (only 89 per cent of
I them, at that). And I have been laboring all these
years under the illusion that the buds began way back
in the Dark Ages, when each one of us decided to take
a try at College. I imagined that Intellectual Curiosity
was the main prerequisite to a desire to enter what we
repeatedly name an "Institute of Higher Learning." Is
it not discouraging to find that, in this same institution,
this flower has managed successfully to hide its light un-
der a bushel for three and a half long years?
Then, let us assume that the majority of us are
blessed, Mirabile Dictu, with Intellectual Curiosity. It
seems to me that the truly significant data might come
from a question such as, "How much effort have you
made, or to what extent have you tried during college to
satisfy that curiosity?"
We were told by the Senior Survey, published in
the last issue of News, that sometimes the flower is so
weak it is withered instead of nourished by elementary,
technical foundations. And if this is safely passed, it is
blighted by the "adverse criticism" of our professors.
Poor, brooding, subjective Hower which doesn't remem-
ber that professors' criticism is an attempt to point out
mistakes in order to help us improve, to pull away its
own dead leaves to enable it to reach a little I!ght. We
should scorn the professors who spend all their time
praising us for what we already know,
But, fortunately, 89 per cent of the Seniors surviv-
ed the two above blights to grasp eagerly for any little
bit of help, to want to get better acquainted with the fac-
ulty. If this is so, then why is there a general exodus
from the dining room on Guest Night, why do towns-
people fill the majority of seats at Vespers and Convo-
cation, and almost all places taken for the question peri-
od after a speech? And why arc there seldom generally
interesting table conversations on IDEAS gained in
class? We are thrown problems (not the "I had a
dreadful Chern. quiz today," and "I'm sure Dr. X does
not like me" ones) that are of interest to everyone of
your neighbors.
It was admitted by the survey that we "don't gain
all we should out of College." And the suggested rem-
edy was a bigger effort on the part of the faculty who
"don't try to know us any better." The fault obviously
lies either with our professors, who only give teas to
students, have office hours during which time students
are urged to make visits, and who accept dinner invita-
tions (if given) from students who immediately evacu-
ate in order to avoid any personal contact-c-or it lies
with us.
Is it possible that we might affect a kind of self-
cure? We might even make a little more effort to meet
our professors half way. We might get to know them
and their ideas, and before long we might discover that
our pre-freshman attitudes toward life are somewhat
changed. It might be that we can satisfy our curiosities
by our own initiative, making it unnecessary to invite the
faculty to do all the feeding. With a little more effort
to hunt beneath labels, to see behind names into mean-
ings, college might become the place where our curiosity
is satisfied. What do the words "College Education,"
Peace Organization," «Religion," "toleration." - yes,
and even "Intellectual Curiosity"-mean to you? Per-
haps it is what these things accomplish that matters, and
not that they possess their titles.
Are you willing to make the effort to satisfy your
Intellectual Curiosity, or are you content merely to say
that you have one? lVl. B.
And so, the Broadway season goes
on with few noteworthy losses
through the rather difficult holidav
season. The good shows were packed
and the poor, virtually empty, which
(Continued on Page 4)
Editorial (Conttnuod frum Column I)
be done at a time.
Right now there is a positive epidemic of dirtv jokes
and ({slams" against the presidential family. The,:e is ,,0
hesitation in dragging their policies and even their ap-
pearance through the mud and slime of public gossip and
prejudice.
I am definitely a Republican, but in the name of thr
pride-or so it is called----of the American people, there
IS absolutely no excuse for such a slanderous attitllde.
I.ndirectly we strive to increase the respect of other na-
tions for us, and to broaqen their admiration, but how
can we expect to win this respect and admiration when
we will thus disgrace the person we have chosen to repre-
sent us. Whether or not we, ourselves, or our immediate
families chose him, the fact remains that he is the Presi-
dent of the United States; he holds a name full of tra-
dition, and one to be looked up to. And what a ~plendid
impression we make of ourselves in the eyes of strangers,
with this childish ridicule. Indeed it is something of
which to be very proud!
Wednesday, January I J, I~3() CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS Page Three
New York School
Offers Five Fashion
Fellowships Best Snapshots
Julia Coburn, president of the I For the lucky girl whose snapshot
Tobe-~oburn School for Fashion Ca- wins first prize in the 1939 Kaine
reers 111 New York, has announced Snapshot Contest, there is a five dol-
Five Fashion Fellowships, available lar bill waiting. The judges will also
to women members of this year's Sen- award three dollars as a second prize,
ior Class. and two dollars for third place.
Accredited colleges and universi- All SOrts of pictures of college life
ti~s throughout the United ~tates rc- arc acceptable: you may enter as
ceived the announcement simul tane- many snaps as you wish-a-the marc
ously, stating that each of the Five entered, the greater chance von have
Fashion Fellowships will cover a full of winning some of that pr-ize mane,'.
year's tuition of $700 for the school Find your best views of the I-I urri-
year from September 1939 to ] line cane, of your professors or class-
1940. Only one Fellowship will be mates, of college scenes, of Christmas
a:varded in anyone college or univer- parties, or of vacation get-together's,
srty. and give them to Kathryn Ekirch '39,
Located in Rockefeller Center, in Thirty-Seven House before janu-
New York, the Tube-Coburn School ary fourteenth. The only rule to re-
of Fashion Careers is the only school member is: Do not write on the back
to specialize in preparing its students of the picture entered. Number the
for executive positions in tlje fashion print lightly in one corner, and clip
business, such as buying, styling, mer- the lot to a piece of paper identifying
chand ising and advertising in depart- your entries.
ment stores; in fashion writing, edit- Hurry, because there is not much
ing, advertising and promotion with time left. And a tip to all entrants:
magazines, newspapers and advertis- even if your pictures do not win, they
ing agencies. Students receive courses may appear III the 1939 Koine. So
in Fabrics, Fashion Advertising, hand in any favorite pictures that Vall
Clothes History, Fashion Markets, would like to see published. .
Color and Design, Merchandising, ---:0:---
Reporting, Display, Fashion Writing,
Public Speaking and Salesmanship.
Two periods, totalling six weeks, arc
spent by each student in actual selling
iobs ill New York stores to enable
her to apply the principles of sales- ;-.1~heNew London Oratorio Soci-
manship and merchandise learncd In ety will meet on January 19th, ill Bu-
the classroom, ell Hall, \Villiams Tvlemorial Insti-
Discussing fashion work as an cvcr- tutc, at 7 :30 o'clock, a half hour car-
growing opportunity for young \\'0- lier than usual because of the Icngth
l1en with ambition to succeed in bus- of the program. The Oratorio to be
iless, Miss Coburn said: "There are presented is the Bach B Minor Mass.
now four women vice-presidents of Miss Grace Leslie will be one of the
stores in New York, and most of the ,.."oloist,and a number of faculty and
Fifth Avenue advertising managers students will take part in the chorus
today are women. Throughout the and orchestra. The soloists of na-
country, women are playing an 111- tional pr011l1l1encewho will SIng 111
creasingly important part ill the mer- the Oratorio are: Soprano, Agnes
chandisillg and promotion of fashion Davis; Contralto, Grace Leslic; Ten-
products. But what chance for ad- or, Edouard Grobe; Bass, Alexander " " h
vanCCIllcnt has the beg:inner 111 this Kisselburgh. Favorite Haunts Furnis FIlll
(Jeld? Very little, unless she has had No admission will be charged. 0 . C II Y
Jrofessiollal training to shortell hcr Tickets in reserved sections are lim- urIng 0 ege ears
Jeriod of apprenticeship. ited to associate and reserve mcmbers. If any of us did some talking about I practising all your toCS.
"Becausc of the variety of positions IV1r.Allen B. Lambdin, business man~ college lifc, during vacation. aile! I ThcH comes a timc ill every girl's
n the fashion field, no specific skill or ager of the college, will conduct. who didn't ?-it must have bceJ1most- hfe when she needs a little night life.
creative ability is essential, nor is it ---:0 :--- ly about all the jolly times we have Dear old Izzy's is a thing of the past.
Iccessary for the student to have fol- German Situation to had up here. Alld we must admit INo longer will we meet at Izzy's
lowed any designated course of study. • that we have heaps of crazy fun in with the gang. \tVhen we really want
A sound cultural background is of the Be DIscussed by Dr. our spare moments. Every college sophistication we spin off a mile or so
ltmost importance. For this reason Alice Hamilton town has its haunts, its favorite holes- to Norwich Il1n. Norwich has a
iberal arts students may find them~ D. AI" H'I h ,I . in-the-wall, pet soda fountains, well spirit all its own: red rugs and
selves just as well equipped as those - I. - lce amI ton, w a ga\e tIc loved sandwich shops. Hde and there blue lights. The grill seems to be
vho have majored in journalism, I fomJmeJ1Cen~~;ltad,dress a~ the college one can always lind those clear places the "right" place to be. The dance
commcree, art, or home economics. ~stl une, WI. e tlle~speal'er aJta spe- where one can tl.lI"ll up at the most Aoor is good except for those lights
"!\' f I f I cIa convocatIon on ues( ay, anuitry I I I d fiR I.'.1ost 0 our grac uates a ast f' I k· r I Ullexpectec moment. arounc tIe e ge 0 t Ie oar t Iat
June were placed in outstanding de- 17, at our a c oC' III ,now ton First of all, let us take a pecp at tempt ones' high heels. The grill has
partmcnt stores, located throughout Hr1se. 0 H·I I Homeport. This is the general gath- a rural air for lighted animals chase
the country. Many of them are on ast r~mmer, r. amI ~on repre- ering place for west campus girls. I't each other around the walls, and
training squads, or in selling positions sfnt1d t liS c?unV"~ at a ~on e~enc\ of is to Homeport we go for fudge cake don't let anyone convince you that
considered as preliminary tu junior t le ~Her~atl?lla ~~lJlllttee or '.1- and a "coc" Drop in any Friday they don't. There seems to be a ncw
executive appointments. Now, six dustnal 19l~ne, ;v'l1~h wa; held 111 night and you will find the same old love in the hearts of dating Connecti-
months after gradtlation, four have german,Y ~lT1ng.tle tlslilea .11rcates~ crowd avoiding fish and averting their cut girls. About a mile or two frombeen promoted to be assistant buyers. ll
f
,te,rnatlO
b
na t~nsIOI1.d .1C WI . spea f' sorrows with a juicy steak. college, is Woodlawn. The music is
. d . . . d 10 ler 0 sen'atlons an nnpreSSIOl1Sa C II I· I· I f· fib I· fSIXal e a vertlslllg copywnters, an I . . . G . 1 . 1 a ege nn IS more e Ite. n <let, 0 tIC est, t lere IS roOI11 or every-
five arc in fashion coordination work ItIf SItuation III Jermart, Wlt,1speCIal it has a very collegiate air. Hcre on(' one, and on Saturday night, just
or assistants to stylists. r~ c~enc~ to propagan( a, all( contra finds a modernistic soda fOll1ltain about everyone that isn't some place
"A number of our graduates han 0 t e pless. downstairs, where one sips a hot choc- else is at \Voodla\\'n.
been sought by other organizations in alate. Ups'tairs it is marc dignified i If yOll are 011 the hungry sidc of
the fashion field, and arc employed by read and rated by the staff of the the rooms are bright and cheery, and life and have only a half hour to the
fashion services, advertising agencies. School. In deciding the final Fell a\\'- there is a fireplace. This is a good dead line, Dutchlands is the place for
manufacturers, and buying offices." ship awardsl the Directors <lnd Dean place to take your date for Sunday you. iilk-shakes and sizzling steaks
Applicants for the Fashion Fellow- "'ill be assisted by Betsy Talbot breakfast, but is even more famous are the tops even if the bill runs high.
ships must register on or before Janu- Blackwell, Editor of lllllt!el/Jo;selle,l for its picnic lunches. Just to be luxurious, you can "drop
ary 31,1939. On February I, a set Helen Cornelius, Director of PUbli-1 Still on campus, there are many a slug in a slot" and hear your favor-
of qualifying questions will be mailed city for Elizabeth Arden, and Alice other gathering places. Take the ite piece without raising an eyebrow.
to all applicants. Replies must be re- Hughes, Columnist of the New York "Quad" for instance. Those Sophs And there you have our C.C.
turned to the School on or before ) oural-A I/Jerican and syndicated pa-l believe in entertaining at home, for haunts. It all depends on the time of
1\1arch I, 1939. pers. there's always a crowd. If you need day and the company you keep. There
Those applicants whose replies to Announcement of the awards will a few lessons III bridge come right are many others; The Huguenot for
the questions show most aptitude for be made about May r, 1939. along. If you happen to be in an ath- Sunday night waffles, Peterson's for
fashion work will be asked to carry Women members of the senior class letic mood, just move along to any a stag supper-movIe jaunt, Light-
out a fashion research ·project. A list who wish to appl~r for one of the Fa- one of the well-known ping-pong house Inn for family dinners, the
of subjects \vill be mailed all lVlarch i shion Fellowships are required to fill house:] ane Addams, Windham, and bowling alley, Sandy Heach for pic~
101 from which the applicant will se- 'out and return to the Tobe-Coburn '37. Perhaps you're 111 a dancing nics, Skippers Dock for lobsters, the
lect one to investigatc. Her report, School for Fashion Careers one of mood. Pack up your vic. your date. Dug-Out for Italian sandwiches and
containing not more than 2000 the registration blanks, which arc and your troubles and off to Knowl- a heap of others. So have fun while
words, must be returned to the available along with complete infor- ton Salon. The traffic isn't heav~rand you may, and if you're just a little
School on or before April la, 1939. mation, in the office of The PersoJlncl it's a good place to learn some of those sentimental about them all, well, we
The qualifying questions will be Bureau. I new steps that Joe College has been understand.
Koine Offers Three
Cash Prizes for
,
Our 'udver-risements have a
double purpose: first, to
help maintain the paper
and second, to inform you
of the opportunities the
advertisers extend to the
students.
Wig and Candle to
Present Story of
Charlotte Bronte
The \Vig and Candle spring pre-
sentation will be Dan Totheroh's
"1\1001' 130m." Tryouts for the play
arc taking place this Sunday, 1\110n-
day, and Wednesday, January 8th,
9th, and 1r th. The last tryout will
rake place tonight.
"Moor Born" is a woman's play,
that is, all the leading parts are Ie-
male. The story is that of the fam-
ous Bronte sisters, one of whom
wrote "Jane Eyre." The chief char-
acters are the sisters, Anne, Char-
lotte, and Emily. Their father, Rev-
erend Bronte, brother Bramwell, thc
two servants, and a Yorkshire farm
hand complete the cast.
The plot is interesting and power-
ful. As the play progresses, the spec-
tater becomes increasingly aware of
the ever deepening shadow of tragedy
that is creeping over the Bronte fam-
ily, and pities more and more the sis-
ters who make sacrifices far their
worthless and dissipated brother.
The author of the play is a Cali-
fornia born contcmporary writer. His
talent first became evident when he
wrote a play for his senior class. It
was so good that it afterward was
performed at onc night stands
throughout the Pacific coast territory.
Since theil, Mr. Totheroh has com-
posed several outstanding plays.
"Moor Born" will be presented lJ1
the gym all 1Vlarch 17 and 18.
Orator-io Society Will
Present Bach B
Minor Mass
Ski Enthusiasts See Inter-Faith Group
Four Movies on IUrged for Every
Art of Skiing College Campus
The creation of inter-faith groups
on every college campus to promote
the principles of democracy, achieve
social justice and eliminate religious
and racial prejudice, was urged by
delegates from 29 colleges and urn-
vcrsiries in the East at a three-day
conference at Drew University, ~lad-
ison, N. J., which closed Friday,
December 30. The Conference was
held under the auspices of the Na-
tional Conference of Christians and
Jews with headquarters at 300 Fourth
Avenue, New York City,
The 57 Protestant, Catholic and
Jewish student delegates were 111-
formed by Dr. Everett R. Clinchy,
Director of the National Conference,
that the organization would shortly
add to its staff a traveling secretary
to assist in the work of organizing
such inter-faith campus groups and
providing such groups with programs.
It was agreed by the delegates that
all groups of students could work to-
gether for social justice, that in pro-
portion that social justice is achieved,
Communism need not be feared, and
that Fascism is always the result of
a fear of Communism.
The students affirmed the need of
a new emphasis upon the principles of
democracy, upon the college campus
and of a new determination to main-
tain the liberties that democracy 111-
valves. They stressed, also, the ne-
cessity of a renaissance of religion,
which was declared to be basic to al1
wholesome human relations.
The conference discussed measures
to eliminate prejudices from college
campuses, points of mi:;;ullderstanding
and difficulty, and occasions of hostil-
ity among students of different faiths
or race1 as well as the agencies that
make for goodwill 111 human reb
tions.
During the conference, the dele
gates visited the Jewish Center In
~1arristown, N . .1., where Rabbi Lco
J Young of New York City explain-
ed to them the mcanlng of Jcwish
symbolism and the fundamental aims
and beliefs of J udais111. The group
thell went to St. Vincent's Roman
Catholic Church 111 lV1adisoll, N. J.,
to hear Father C. B. Haag explain
the mcaning of the 1\lass and the
ritual of the Roman Catholic Church.
The visitation program was conclud-
ed III Grace Episcopal Church 111
Madison, where the Rev. Victor
Mori, the Rector, spoke all the mean-
ing and history of Protestantism.
The following colleges were repre-
sented :
Temple University, Lehigh Uni-
\'ersity, Lafayette College, l\lassachu4
setts State College, Yale University,
Princeton University, Coone-cticut
State College, Rutgers UJliversit~"
New Jersey College, Stevens Insti-
tute, Amherst Collegc, Smith Col-
legc, Ncw York University, Universi-
ty of Newark, l\/Iount Holroke Col-
Icge, Penn State, University of Penn-
sylvania, 'Villiam and 1\lar)', I-Iaver-
ford College, Swarthmore College,
Union Theological Seminary, Jewish
Theological Seminary, Princeton
Theological Seminary, Yale Divinity
School, Hartford Theological Semin-
ary, Columbia University, Fordham
University, Drew University, Vassar
College.
Dr. James V. Thompson, Profes-
sor of Education, at Drew Universi-
ty, was director of the student confer-
ence.
Connecticut's ski enthusiasts gather-
ed in the gym Friday evening, January
6, to ee four moving pictures on how
to remain erect on "!"C\'CII foot splin-
ters." The pictures showed the art of
climbing up hills, skiing down hills.
turning curves, and jumping.
The title of the first movie. "Ski
School III rhe Austrian Alps," IS a
good summary of what it depicted.
Hannes Schneider, well known ski
champion, demonstrated and conduct-
ed classes in his famous "sremmbog-
en." The correct way to negotiate
turns and to climb back up hills was
also shown in the movie.
The second movie contained shots
of experts swooping down the steep
slopes of Mount Washington during
the Eastern Downhill Championship.
This was followed by a short reel of
skiing pictures taken at Lake Placid.
The last movie, "The Art of Ski·
ing," was filmed in Sun Valley, Idaho.
This was a complete course all how to
ski, in three reels. Charles Procter, a
renowned champion demonstrated
some of the tricks of the trade. The
Kick Turn, the Telemark Turn, the
Christiania Turn, Stemming, and va-
rious methods of hill climbing were
explained.
Pamphlets illustrating these turns
were passed out at 'the beginning of
the movie. The first movie was pro-
cured thru the courtesy of the Alling
Rubber Company.
---:0:---
The resources of Columbia Uni-
versity and its afl1.liated institutions
are now estimatcd at $158,86R,638.
Its budget for the last fiscal year was
$15,756.444.
---:0:---
A $6poo,ooo expansion program
has becn announced by Camel] Uni-
versity authorities.
---:0:---
A Peace Council to coordinate the
peace activities of all existing campus
organizations has been organized at
New Jersey College for women.
---:0:---
i\lost major national sororities en-
gage in some sort of philanthropic
work among the poor and underprivi-
leged.
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Peace Congress
rges Realism
At Meeting
The yth American Congress for
Peace and Democracy held in Wash-
• ington J anuary 6 to 8 was a special
session called as a result of the im-
portance of the changes that have tak-
en place at home and abroad since the
last meeting of the Congress over a
year ago. The speakers in general ex-
pressed concern over the threat that
fascist states abroad and reactionary
powers at home hold out to peace and
"Look, they've got meat on them!" democracy throughout the world.
Secretary Ickes who was to have
been the principle speaker the first
evening cancelled his engagement
without explanation, though he did
send his greetings to Congress. Jer-
ome Davis, President of the Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers, carried
on very well in a talk in which he
said that the main danger to democ-
racy in the United States comes from
the vested interests-"corpocracy,"
that in order to keep their control
over the economic life of the nation
this force would be willing to go be-
Labor Legislation to yond mere financial intrigue, that
Be Discussed by they would be willing to crush dem-
ocracy. His suggestions were that the
Student Group. Dies Committee be abolished, that the
The Student Industrial Group will La Follette Civil Liberties Commit-
?ave a discussion of labor legislation tee be given adequate appropriations
In Connecticut in 206 Fanning on with which to carry all its work, and
Friday the 20th. Dr. Chakerian will that federal aid be extended to educa-
aid in the discussion. tioll.·
The student group was formed One of the most interesting as-
three years ago. It meets all campus peers of the Congress was to see the
and at the V.W.C.A. where the col- C.I.a. and the A.F.L. delegates sit-
lege girls meet working girls. Its pur- ting on the same platform and agree-
pose is to investigate and discuss la- ing together for once. A large num-
bar problems and economic condi- bel' of the delegates to the Congress
tions. were labor delegates representing
Every year a college student applies unions that had affiliated themselves
for a job as undergraduate student with the American League for Peace
assistant at Rryn Mawr Summer and Democracy. The general senti-
School and is the leader of the groUJl mcnt expressed by these rcprescnta-
at college for the year: This year rives was that the futurc of labor is
Agnes Savage '39 heads the group.j bound up with the preservation of
Other members are: Clarinda Burr peace and democracy. James Carey,
'39, Priscilla Duxbury '4-1, Marie Executive Secretary of the C.I.O"
Whitwell '39, Polly Frank '40, held that the function of government
Laura Sheerin '40, Dorothy Clements is to provide economic security and a
'39, Eleanor Timms '40, Annette Os- decent standard of living and that if
borne '40, Sue Shaw '41, Audrey the government fails in this respect,
Jones '41, Betty Brick '41, Doris fascism is bound to establish itself. It
Goldstein '41, Sally Clark '42, Betty
Andrew '39, Mildred Hall '39, Bet-
ty Vilas' 40, Helene Bosworth '40.
---:0:---
The majority of the Wellesley
College freshmen have indicated that
they prefer homemaking as a career.
j
A Sophomore in Plant has posted
the name and address of her favorite
son of Eli on the house bulletin
board. It seems he croons a delight-
ful ditty concerning The National
Embalming School and those who
have heard it are clamoring for the
lyrics .
One of our musically-minded J un-
iors received an autographed copy of
the haunting song 1-1ttrry Home, from
one of the writers. We wonder if
she's supposed to take it literally?
Notice: The C.C. News will pre-
sent two slightly stale but still good
doughnuts to anyone who can pre-
scribe a good remedy for a Christmas-
Vacation Hangover.
---:0:---
Believe it or not, the fond mother
of one of our fait students bid her
daughter adieu after the holidays by
presenting her with an attractively
wrapped present. Upon being open-
ed, the gift was found to be a length
of blue ribbon-to tie up love letters,
of course. Since her return to college
our heroine complains that no epistles
have been forthcoming.
Again we extend all our congratu-
lations and wishes for happiness to
the newly-engaged girls on campus i
(And if we omit any of you, please
forgive us, for it won't be intention-
al.) Helen MacAdam '39, "Phyl"
Rankin '39, "Mardi' Geer '40,
"Wuz" Hurlbut '40, "Fran" Turner
'40, "Pat" Sweeney '41 Nancy Hiss
'41 and Jane Ray '41.
We spied Rose Soukup during va-
cation, cmerging with a small pack-
age from Jl1acy~s~with as triumphant
a smile as we have ever seen. Upon
entering the madhouse, we soon dis-
covered the reason for the triumphal
gleam, and we bow low in mute ad-
miration of Rose's achievement.
It seems that world politics have
penetrated to our menus lately. Last
week in three successive days, we
were given, French dressing, Russian
dressing, and then, just as a fitting
finale-In ternaticnal dressing.
Were Jane Goss' trip to Cuba and
Jean Ellis' skiing expedition to Great
Barrington the reasons for the soupy
far-away look in the beauteous orbs of
both? Or is it Love in Bloom?
It was Sunday noon at the begin-
ning of dinner, and the girls were ex-
tolling the merits of the lamb chops
that the waitress had just placed on
the table. Then quoth Betty "Gracie
Allen" Bishard-
Harper Method Beauty Shop
Shampoo ~ Manicuring
Scalp Tr'eatment-c-Permanent Wave
Fredrich's Zotos Machines
Finger Waving a Specialty
310 Dewart Bldg. Tel. 3503
VISIT
GILBERT FURNITURE CO.
in Genung's 2nd and 3rd Floors
~L-\SONIC OR STATE STREET
ENTRANCE
Compliments of
WILLOW RESTAURANT
24 BANK STREET
GARDE DRUG COMPANY
Next to Garde Theatre
DRUGS SODAS LUNCHEONS
Delivery at Any Time
Phone 8177
Compliments of
BOSTON
CANDY KITCHEN
THE SHALETf CLEANING
& DYEING CO.
and
PILGRIM LAUNDRY
2-6 MONTAUK AVE.
Phone 3317
MILLINERY
of
Distinction
Phoenix Hosiery
•One~Day Service for
Connecticut College Students
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
ENNIS SHOP
230 Stale St.
THE SAVINGS BANK OF
NEW LONDON
A Mutual Savings Bank
63 ~IAIN STREET
is useless, he said, 1'0 talk democracy
to the hungry. To make democracy
work we must be realistic.
The broad aim of the League is to
"keep the United States out of war
and help keep war out of the world;
protect and extend democratic rights
for all sections of the American peo-
ple." To realize this purpose within
the nired States resolutions were
adopted advocating the abolition of
the Dies Committee, the continuation
of the La Follette committee, the con-
tinuation of W.P.A., of the Wagner
act in its present form, of the Social
Security Act and the Wages and
Hours act. Negro representatives
were very prominent in the Congress,
and it was agreed that the League
would continue to work for an anti-
lynching bill and for the repeal of
discriminatory laws and restrictions
on the privilege of voting.
As for our foreign policy the
League is working to bring about ac-
tive cooperation among peace groups
in England} France, and the United
States. In the Munich agreement the
League sees only another attack up-
on democracy i it thoroughly distrusts
the policies of the ruling groups of
France and England. The League is
lobbying to have the embargo on
Spain lifted to be applied to Italy,
Germany, and Japan. It desires that
our State Department respect the
sovereign rights of the nations to the
south of us and that in general it be
subjected to more democratic con-
trol. The League is opposed to the
plan of the War Department to COn-
script labor and industry ill time of
war, and it is working to place our
armed forces under a more democrat-
ic control also. Finally the League is
n.ot so interested ill having a constitu-
tiona! amendment to provide for a
referendum on war, as it is in con-
serving its energies "to measures de-
signed to remove the threat of war
and to apply the people's control to
the making of foreign policy before it
reaches the stage where war and our
entry into it is practicalIy inevitable."
COLLEGE SENIORS
Have You Chosen. a Career?
Ccnege graduates who expect
to seek employment In business,
wlll tlnd the Intensive Secretarial
Course at the Packard School a
prucucat stepping stone to the se-
curity or a good income in the
modern business world.
DA Y AND EVENING SESSIONS
\Vrlte or telellholl(J for Catalog
THE PACKARD SCHOOL
(Founded 1858)
2S:i Lexington Ave. (lit 35th se.:
NEW YORK CITY
Registered by the Regents or the
University or the State or New
York
THINGS
AND STUFF
(Continued from Page z)
is somewhat unusual. We have been
waiting for some time now to say we
told you so, and here it is-Season's
biggest Rap, Stanley Young's "Bright
Rebel." The last time he was heard
from was "Robin Landing," last
year's most colossal Rap.
"GREEN SHADOWS"
lY.ll'liles North of Hamburg. 01\ nuutn 86
Sunday Dinner - 51.00
\Veekday Dinner - 75('
Rooms, Stellll1 Heat
MARGUERITE SLAWSON
Dovedown Hosiery as shown
in Vogue and Han-per's Ba.U(,1·
69c to 51.00 per pair
A.NOOR.'\. Y.o\RN-\\'hite and I':\stcls
THE ELEANOR SHOP
, 313 State Street
SANDWICHES AND SUCH
Luncheons 12-1 :30
Friday Night Special-Chickeu
Chow Mein
HOME PORT
MARY LEE SHOPPE
"Date" Dresses
Sport Wear
Formals
Phone 5805 D. J. Zuliani
DANTE'S
Italian-American Cuisine
Good Food - Fine Drinks
We Serve to Serve Again
52 Truman St. New London
Fresh Flowers Daily
Our Corsages Speak for Themselves
FELLMAN & CLARK
Tel. 5588 Crocker House Block
CHARM BEAUTY SHOPPE
330 State Street, 0pp. Garde Theatre
NEW LONDON, CONN.
Phone 7801
[nglrd Krl!ltlansen, formerly of Genungs
Josephine Socha, Prop.
Residence Phone 23820
The Colonial Inn
East Lyme, Conn., Post Road
Dinners and a Ia Carle
New Coach room Cocklail Bar
Fifteen .Minules from College
A Gay Spot in an Old Selling
Watch jor the "Stone Room"
Opening
Built 1796 Telephone Niantic 332
14 MAIN STREET
.,
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1 Before, and after study-
ing, ,
lnn-habiting is just the I
I thing.I ,
'.',_,,_"_"_0_,,_,_,_,,_"_0 __ :'
___ ,_,,_,,__ ,'__ 0_0_'('
THE
COLLEGE INN
After a fling
At studying
Inn-habiting
Is quite the thing.
*
At four;
A nickle in the slot,
A toasted, a brownie,
And tea in the pot.
:I< * *
300n after nine;
A coke and a ham-
And you'll finish that
paper
With a grand slam.
Right from your college rooms and rerurn, cooveniendy.
economically and fast, with no bother at all lust phone
our local college ageot when to come for the bundle. He'll
call for it prompdy-whisk it away 00 speedy express
- trains. to your city oc town and return the home-
done product to VOU-IIU ulltboUi extm ,"batgt-the
whole year through. Rates tor this famous college
serviceare low. ana vou can send coluCl-you know
only byRailwav Express. bv the way). It's a very
popular method and adds to the happy thought.
Phone our agent today.He's agood man to know.
UNION STATION
Phones 3363 and 3364
New London, Conn.
RAILWAY
EXPRESS
AGENCY,INC
IUTlON~WIDE RAll~AIR SERVICE
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Wilde's Famous
Comedy Again
Comes to Life
A revival of "The Importance of
Being Earnest," Oscar 'Vii de's fam-
ous epigrammatic comedy is now be-
ing presented for a limited engage-
ment at the Vanderbilt Theatre, 148
West 48th Street, New York City.
Recognized as Wilde's most bril-
liant work, "The Importance of Be-
ing Earnest" was first presented to an
enthusiastic American audience on
April 22, T895. two months after its
London premiere. The current
Broadway production is being spon-
sored by Richard Aldrich and Rich-
ard Myers in association with Albert
Tarbell and includes such stars as
Clifton Webb, Estelle Winwood and
Hope Williams. Also in the cast arc
Derek Williams, Florence lVlcGee
and Helen Trenholme.
As Wilde himself predicted, "The
Importance of Being Earnest" has
become his most important play-a
play whose sparkling dialogue has liv-
ed for two generations. Translated
into many languages and reprinted in
several editions, it can be found in
every library of dramatic literature.
This production has been staged by
Miss Winwood and the sets designed
bv Watson Barratt.
. Special student theatre party rates
for "The Importance of Being Earn-
est" may be obtained from Arlene
Goodman, 1430 Broadway, New
York City.
---:0:---
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
students recently cornered the facul-
ty rxpcrts with student-written tech-
r~ical questions in a program of the
"information Please" varietv.
---:0:---
A University of ]Vlinnesota survey
indicates that college graduates may
expect to be earning between $2,000
and $3l)()O annually eight years after
commencement.
"Cleaners For Fussy Fol~"
GHIMES CLEANERS
207 Main Street Phone 4421
We Call For and Deliver
Compliments of
BUlW·MITCHELL CO.
CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street
MARVEL SHOP, INC.
SMOCKS LINGERIE
KAYSER HOSE
Stop To Eat •..
at the
OLYMPIA TEA ROOM
AND ANNEX
State Street
JWDOLPH'S
BEAUTY STUDIO
Leading Beauty Shop in the City
Opp. Mohican Hotel Side Entrance
10 iUeridian Street Phone 2-1710
Beit Bros. Market,
Inc.
Quality Meats, Fancy Groceries,
Fruits and Vegetables
Fresh Sea Food Fine Bakery
Dairy Produc~s
Cor. Main and Masonic Sts.
Telephone 9014
Free Delivery
•
at a definition or two:
Goblet-a young sailor.
Blood Vessel-a pirate ship.
• • •
He: "Will you marry me?"
She: ..No, but I'll always rcmem-
ber and admire your good taste."
-The Cowl.
• • •
"Slow Down Before You Become
a Statistic," is the most recent of the
realistic traffic safety signs-Loyolan.
• • •
Young Operatic Singer to
Appear at Gym Thursday
(Conlinued from Pat:e J)
gives added charm to her consistently
fine performances.
The program is as follows:
Handel-Oh! Spierato
Bach-e-My Spirit Was in Heavi-
ness. My Heart Ever Faithful.
Brahms-Dein blaues Auge. Auf
clem Kirchhofe.
Strauss--Standchen.
Verdi-Pace, pace (F(JTZfl del Des-
tini)
Schubert-An die 1\lusik. An'
~larie. Heidcnroslein.
d'Albert - Mittelalterlicbe Venn-
shyme.
Woodman-c-Mv Heart is a Lute.
del Riego-Homing.
,¥ etzel-Lullaby.
Clokey-The Catbird.
IF-FOR FRESHMEN
The SmithCollege'¥eekly
(YI/ith apologies to Mr, Kipling and
to the author. Carola Franchot.
1939.WEEKL.Y reprints this article
from the issue of November 13. 1935.
as a bit of sage advice to Freslnnen.]
If you can get your sleep, when all
about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on
you
Yet make allowance for their pessi-
mism too;
If you can wait and just produce
your knitting;
Or being a moron, yet don't act as
such; A WISE MAN SEZ
Or being kidded, just reply with kid- A college is just like a washing
ding, machine. You get out of it just what
And yet don't act too smart or talk you put into it, only you'd never rec-
too much; ognize it. -Argonaut.
• • •If you can cut and not make cuts Freshman: II I don't know."
your master; Sophomore: "I'm not prepared."
If you can work and not make marks Junior: ell don't remember."
youraim; S· "I d ' b I· I ddIf Il 1 f emor : on t e ieve can a
you can tc a sop iomore rom a anything to what has already been
senior, I 'd I"
And yet pretend to treat them both sal .
the same i
If you can bear to sec the pounds
you'd said good-bye to,
Come back with interest in the wrong
place;
Or watch the mail you'd set your
hopes on sorted,
And look the empty mail-box in the
face;
If you can vicw an A without col-
lapsing;
Or meet with E's nor lose your cheer-
ful touch;
If you can hear the phone without
"perhapsing" ;
If Amherst counts with you but not
too much;
If you can empty unforgiving ash-
trays
Remaining
end;
Yours is Smith and everything that's
in it,
And-whidl is more-you'll be a
Nervous Wreck, my Friend!
* • •
Here is something for you to figure
out for yourself-Wheaton College,
Illinois, bans smoking, dancing, dra-
matics, cards, and movie attendance.
Still it is aile of the fastest growlllg
colleges in America today,
• • •
Jack: "My brother works with five
thousand men under him."
Ralph: "What doeshe dor'
Jack: "He mows the lawn III a
cemetery."
• • •
You can always tell a Senior
By her snappy clothes and such.
You can always tell a Junior
'Cause she's more or less in Dutch.
You can always tell a Sophomore,
She thinks she's tops and such.
You can always tell a Freshman,
But you cannot tell her much.
-Campus Record.
• • •
Commuting Habit
Ridiculed by
Efli"ard Streeter
(Continued from Pare !)
nified demeanor the chapter entitled
"Our Platform," for instance, then
vou had better not admit it.
. In fact, I defy you to take a good
look at anyone of the illustrations
and refrain from at least a grin that
is both sympathetic and ridiculing.
possibly even nostalgic, over your own
lost opportunity to treat with 1;0 rich
and edifying a subject.
--~:o:---
Patronize our Advertisers
THE STYLE SHOP
128 State Street
physicallyCOMPLETE SPORTSWEAR DEPT.
University of Toledo collegians
-American Eagle. voted 8 I per cent against the new
- - • "up-sweep" hair-does for women.
Who always borrows, never lends? - - ..
Your roommate. At the University of Missouri sev-
Who brings about his low-brow eral coeds recently signcd a pledge
friends? I not to eat more than 15 cents worth
Your roommate, of food, but they didn't specify the
Who breaks the furniture and lamps? time limit.
Who uses up your postage stamps? - .. -
Who corresponds with movic vamps? Scniors at Campion Prep, Wiscol1-
Your roommate. I sin, were sending home «proofs" of
But who's a constant pal to you? their year-book ph?tos. One mother I
Who overlooks the thll1gs you do? wrote back and saId: ··One of these
Who knows and loves you through pictures looks something like you, bu.'1---------------
and through? for heaven's sake who are your L. LEWIS & COMPANY
Your mother. friends? I Established 1860
-Plainsman. - .. -* JIt .. ' According to the official hulletin CHINA, GLASS, SILVER,
LAMPS and UNUSUAL GIFTS
motto: The public be published by Kansas St<tte Normal
-The Aquinas School in November 1902, lilt would State and Green Streets
~, • * be a shamc if any Tcacher's College
"Will you marry mc?" student ShOldd be arrested for riding
'Tm afraid not," a bicycle at the rate of speed exceed-
"Aw, c'mon, be a support." ing the lawful limit."
-Los Angeles Collegian
• • •
Dollar: a piece of money coined
about 1518 in the valley of St. Joa-
chim, ill Bohemia, of which most of
the pieces arc in museums.
The Cowl.
MISS O'NEILL'f SHOP
Corner Green and GOh.._.l Streets
Attractive line of
Buttons, Yarns. Stamped Linens and
Needlepoint.
A college professor has said that
civilization will last for forty thous- _H_e_n_,_s_li_tC_'_'i_n_g_,_Kn_I_t_tl_n_g_N_e_e_d_le_._,_e_t_c.
and years. That is extremely gratify.
ing but we're tired of waiting for it
to begin.
freshed!!! Mentally or
we wonder?
• • •
If the University of Texas sent
mail to former students, not a few of
the letters would be addressed to
Hollywood, for some of the best-
known film actors and actresses once
attended the University of Texas.
John Boles, screen lover, who was
born in Greenville, was graduated
from the University in 1917 and
studied in New York and Europe be-
fore beginning his screen carerr.-
A.C.P.
• •
•
Cocktail Lounge and Tap Room
Dancing Saturdays
9 p. m. until lIIldnight
PARKING SPACE
Subway
jammed.
punctual to the bitter
~ ..
260 Rooms and Baths
A la Carte Restaurant
famed for
Excellent Cuisine
• • •
• • •
SPENCER STUDIO
Specializing in Photo Finishing
Garde Bldg. 325 State St.
NATIONAL BANK
OF COMMERCE
Established 1852
NEW LONDON, CONN.
Smart Shoes
that are different looking
ELMORE SHOE SHOP
Next to Whelan's
T1ffiIFTY CUT RATE STORE
9 Main Street
Low Prices on Perfumes
Cosmetics and Toiletries
SALEM'S BEAUTY
SALON
University of Oklahoma women
have formed the American Co-ed
Protective League to insure members
from being stood up on a date. ;;;=============~
Hairdressers and Cosmeticians
160 State Street Phone 4050
New London
"That sure is an odd pair of stock-
ings you have on-one green and one
red."
"Oh, these? I have another pair
just like it at horne." .
The Alabamian,
• • •
PRACTICAL SORT
OF FELLOW
Interviewer: What have you to
say about anonymous letters?
Professor: They're stupid! I read
them, but I ncver answer them.
• • •
Exams are just like women-
This statement is quite right:
They ask you foolish questions,
And keepyouup all night.
-Gazette.
A well satisfied man arrived at the
gate of heaven and asked for admis·
S1On.
"Where are you from?"
"From New England."
"You can come in but you won't
like it." S. F. Foghorn
• • •
It's really true the Villallovan as·
sures us that there's an honor sy~tem
ma1tltained at Antioch College in
Ohio whereby students may take
their examinations in their rooms;
and if in the middle of a test) they
decide they need a l'coke," they may
walk out and return thoroughly re-
Mohican
Hotel
• • •
"Do you know Art?"
"Art yho?"
"Artesian."
"Oh, yes, I know Artesian well!"
-The Rattler.
The
PERRY & STONE
Jewelers Since 1865
• •
Speaking of freshmen, let us look Statiouery Leather Goods
Novelties
SCHWARTZ FURNITURE CO. Wa.tch and Jewelry Repair \Vork
Called For and Delivered at the
College
296 STATE STREET
New London's Leading
Furniture Store
Philco Radios Wurlltzer Pianos
JANUARY SALE
Our entire stock of
FLEXEES - FOUNDEITES
GffiDLES - BRAS
SILK UNDIES - nOIlES
GLOVES - NEGLIGEES
PAJAMAS - SWEATERS
20%
less than regular price
Victoria Shoppe
THE MODERN CORSETRY
234 State Street
Mrs. D. Sitty} Graduate Corsetiere
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"The Sophistication" Student Faculty Forum
Of Jesus Discussed Initiates Discussion Group
By Dr. Luccock <Continued from PUItC 1)
• (Continued from Page 1) cording to the nature of the talk giv.
able to penetrate through them. He en by the Convocation speaker.
knew life, and challenged the "axi- On Tuesday, January 10, George
oms" of the time. Jesus disliked sen- Boas, Professor of Philosophy at
timentalisru in a person because he Johns Hopkins University, spoke on
knew the danger of over-emotional- "The Foundation of Modern
ism. Jesus was especially skeptical Taste." Dr. Morris agreed to COIl-
about anything which was second rate duct a meeting that evening in Marv
because Jesus himself was pure, and Harkness living room. On January -;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
he had had glimpses of the Divine, 17, at 4 o'clock Dr. Alice Hamilton I'
which he held as his standard. will address a group in Knowlton.
Dr. Luccock concluded bv impress- Her subject concerns Propaganda and
ing upon us the necessity of measur- Tension in Germany. Dr. Henry
ing our life by Christ's standards. We Lawrence will lead the discussion
should ask God to "increase our that evening III Mary Harkness liv-
doubts" and we should always strive mg room.
toward a sophistication like that of _
J esus.
---:0:---
Texas Christian University statis-
ticians have figured out that the
Horned Frogs' game average 140
plays each.
CARROLL
CUT RATE PERFUMERS
158 S.tate Street
Cosmetics Perfumes
Patent Medicines Toiletries--'------~====~
"Beauty Is An Asset"
Robison, subscription managers.
If you wish your name on the cover
of K oine, get your subscriptions in
ear-ly. It is $3.jO per copy, and comes
out in May.
---:0:---
Different Artistic
Tastes Through Ages
Seen by Dr. Boas
(Continued from Page 1)
the picturesque in which stark nature
is shown, and surpressicn of the an-
ecdotal have all been stressed.
Dr. Boas accompanied his lecture
with slides of paintings to illustrate
his remarks.
---:0:---
This fuzzy fashion note is the bov-
friend's lament. . . .
Every night I pray to God
To help me love my neighbor,
But there's one fault my girl-friends
have
I simply cannot favor.
They brand you with a trail of fuzz,
They stamp you like a letter,
They leave you with that color
scheme,
Of that angora sweater.
~ Seton Journal.
---;0:---
Patronize Our A ducrtiscrs
Koine, Connecticut College
Year Book, is earing
The Press Line
The policy this year has been to
have more pictures and less written
material, stressing the informal note.
The literature consists solely of Club
write-up and Class histories. The
body of the pictures which will be
printed in Kaine are snapshots of the
Seniors and upperclassmen, which are
to represent the college life at C. C.
Portraits of the Seniors are going to
be larger than the ones in previous
editions. Any candid shots taken
around campus and handed in to the
editors of Kaine would be very much
appreciated. After this week, howev-
er, they will not be eligible for the
photography contest. There will be
several excellent surprise features in
the new Kaine. In addition, pictures
of the campus buildings are going to
be presented in an entirely different
way. The book reflects the class col-
ors, grey and green.
The staff comprises Caroline N eef,
editor-in-chief j Jean Placak, business
manager j Marie Whitwell, assistant
business manager j Jean Guilford, art
editor; Kathryn Ekirch and Natalie ---------
Mass, photography editors i Madeline
King and Martha Dautrich, senior
literary editor; Jane de Olloqui, Eu-
nice Crooks, Margo Wickham, and
Eldrera Lowe, advertising managers;
Marjorie Abrahams and Margaret
THE BEAUTY BOX
Rose Rieger Eileen Shea
Dorothy Ray
14Meridian Street Telephone 7200
SCURIS BOWLING ALLEYS
Peter Seuris, Prop.
126 Main St. New London, Conn.
Telephone 9814
W/H ~
CHESTERF/ELOS
the Happy Combination
for More Smoking Pleasure
Mo;e smokers every day are
turning to Chesterfield's happy
combination of mild ripe Amer-
ican and aromatic Turkish
tobaccos-the world's best ciga-
rette tobaccos.
When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give
millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure. • •
why THEY SATISFY
COPyrilht 1939. LIGGETI' &: MYEIlS TOBACCOeo.
Exceptional Values
"Democracy and
God" Subject of
Student Chapel
(Continued frOnt Pag-e l j
interest upon this struggle; nor can
we doubt that all their silent cheers
are for those who are seeking to pre-
serve, as they once did, the right of
the people to govern themselves, sub-
ject to the over-lordship of no one
save God Almighty.
JANUARY SALE
of
SWEATERS
N. J. Gorra & Bro.
Stale Street
Lovely Braemar
ShetIands
Confectioners - Caterers
We Serve
INEXPENSIVE SUPPERS
Every Evening
From 6 to 10 p. m.
45c - 50c - 60c
Fuzzy Angoras
Other Sweaters
PETERSON'S ,
r
',' . the blend that can't be copied
... the RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
